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Thank you to our PDD 2019 GOLD Sponsors

Successful businesses drive industries by being both good and fast. Learn how to manage quality and speed across an entire organization. Improve customer experience, streamline communication, launch successful products, and become more agile. Grow and lead with FarWell experts: Change Strategy and Implementation, Portfolio/Program/Project Management and Process Optimization. GoFarWell.com
Thank you to our PDD 2019 GOLD Sponsors

Salguod Creative is a graphic and web design company based in Madison, WI. We specialize in creating distinct, affordable designs for our clients that can offer both short and long term impacts. If you need a logo, brochure, poster, menu, website, advertisement, business card, letterhead, postcard or any other type of marketing material, Salguod Creative is your best choice.

Salguod Creative helps businesses, organizations, groups and products get their information out to their customers in an inspired and eye-catching way. We have helped expand businesses and increase sales in a wide range of entities. We help combine design with your company's strategies to create a unique solution. We have helped all sizes of companies and can create a solution that will help your marketing and advertising today!
Thank you to our PDD 2019 Bronze Sponsors
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Agile Track Ballroom A</th>
<th>Technical Track Senate</th>
<th>Leadership Track Ballroom B</th>
<th>Strategic &amp; Business Track University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>07:00 AM</td>
<td>Registration / Breakfast</td>
<td>Madison/Wisconsin Ballrooms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07:45 AM</td>
<td>Welcome – Annemarie Foundling, PMP President</td>
<td>Madison/Wisconsin Ballrooms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:00 AM</td>
<td>Keynote: Carey Lohrenz / First Female F-14 Tomcat Fighter Pilot</td>
<td>Madison/Wisconsin Ballrooms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00 AM</td>
<td>Networking Break</td>
<td>Madison/Wisconsin Ballrooms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:30 AM</td>
<td>Agile Loops Chad Beier / Jeff Bubolz</td>
<td>Overcoming the Impossible: Technical Talk to Everyday Language and Powerful Presentations Sarah Gibson</td>
<td>Diversity &amp; Inclusion in Agile World Paula Reisch / Jen Shaub</td>
<td>Fair Is Fair, Until It Isn’t Jacy Imilkowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Networking Break</td>
<td>Madison/Wisconsin Ballrooms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>What Everyone Ought To Know About Dojos Panel</td>
<td>What am I Missing? The Neuroscience of Conversational Blind Spots During Project Initiation and Planning Jacy Imilkowski</td>
<td>From Mystical to Possible: Using Emotional Intelligence to Lead Better Sarah Gibson</td>
<td>Super Powers of Product Ownership Jeff Bubolz / Jeff Maleski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 PM</td>
<td>Networking Lunch</td>
<td>Madison/Wisconsin Ballrooms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:45 PM</td>
<td>Keynote: Dr. Richard Davidson Chasing Happiness</td>
<td>Madison/Wisconsin Ballrooms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01:45 PM</td>
<td>Networking Break</td>
<td>Madison/Wisconsin Ballrooms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02:15 PM</td>
<td>Introduction to the Kanban Method Tony Gray</td>
<td>Waterfall, Agile, or Timbuktu Part 1 Denise Thompson</td>
<td>Ask Me Anything About Agile Panel</td>
<td>Change Management Using 3 Pillars of Communication Skip Weisman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03:15 PM</td>
<td>Networking Break</td>
<td>Madison/Wisconsin Ballrooms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03:45 PM</td>
<td>STAtIK (Systems Thinking Approach to Implementing Kanban) Tony Gray</td>
<td>Waterfall, Agile, or Timbuktu Part 2 (Workshop) Denise Thompson</td>
<td>The Brilliance of Resilience Jacy Imilkowski</td>
<td>Leadership Communication Challenges Workshop Skip Weisman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04:45 PM</td>
<td>Prize Announcements and Acknowledgements</td>
<td>Madison/Wisconsin Ballrooms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Event Information and Opportunities

Parking Information
There are many places where you can park; the closest two are listed below:

1. The Madison Concourse - $1.50/hour, 1 W. Dayton St. Madison, WI 53703
2. Carroll St. parking ramp – just across the street - $1.20/hour, 214 N. Carroll St. Madison, WI 53703

PMI supports going green and recommends carpooling. We recommend that you get there early since parking is first come, first serve. If you cannot arrive early, there are other parking ramps available close to the Concourse hotel through the city of Madison. All other lots are listed here and are shown with interactive map: https://www.cityofmadison.com/parking-utility/garages-lots. Parking fees are the responsibility of the attendee and are not reimbursable from PMI.

Volunteer Opportunities
Volunteer opportunities at PMI are available year-round, not just during PDD.

Log on to PMI-Madison.org website today. Click on Get Involved to learn more about volunteering with your Local Chapter; and reach out to our Volunteer Director who can assist you with Madison/ South Central Wisconsin Chapter Volunteer opportunities.

Photos
Photos and videos may be taken throughout the day. Their use will be limited to promotion for PMI-Madison and speakers.

PDU Information
Earn up to 6 PDUs. PDUs will be reported by the chapter after the event is completed based on attendance at sessions.

Talent Triangle

What is the Talent Triangle? While technical skills are core to project and program management, PMI research tells us they’re not enough in today’s increasingly complex and competitive global marketplace. Companies are seeking added skills in leadership and business intelligence — competencies that can support longer-range strategic objectives that contribute to the bottom line.

What are the requirements? They vary based on your certifications. Click this link to learn more about the requirements related to the Talent Triangle.

What this means to you is in order to maintain your PMI certification, based on your certification, you may need to accumulate certain if not all three talents. So make sure you attend the workshops that not only interest you but help satisfy your certification requirements.
Morning Keynote Speaker  

Carey Lohrenz  
Former Navy Pilot and Leadership Expert

Carey Lohrenz knows what it takes to win in one of the highest pressure, extreme environments imaginable: in the cockpit at Mach 2.

As the first female F-14 Tomcat Fighter Pilot in the U.S. Navy, having flown missions worldwide as a combat-mission-ready United States Navy pilot, Lohrenz is used to working in fast moving, dynamic environments, where inconsistent execution can generate catastrophic results.

The same challenges are found in business: markets change, customer needs evolve and if you do not adapt quickly your company is at risk.

In her motivating and engaging keynote presentations, Carey shares her fascinating experiences operating in one of the world’s most challenging environments - an aircraft carrier. She is uniquely qualified in the fundamentals of winning under pressure, reducing errors and overcoming obstacles. Her mastery of these fundamentals can help your team triumph in this high-risk, time crunched world.

Carey Lohrenz’s timely message about High Performing Teams and developing a Culture of Learning is based on the best-practices of high reliability organizations. The processes of Planning, Briefing, Debriefing and Adjusting help businesses manage risk while becoming a High Performing Organization. This message resonates with diverse audiences at every level of the company.

Carey has been requested by name from some of the top Fortune 100 businesses. Her ability to connect with both an audience and on a one-on-one level, coupled with her knowledge and experience in leading high-performing, diverse teams, has made her highly sought after as a business consultant and speaker.

Carey is a powerhouse in the field of delivering engaging Leadership, High Performing Organizations and Diversity Training that directly impacts a company’s ROI and bottom line. Her experience in the all-male environment of fighter aviation and her ability to pass on the Lessons Learned in her career allow her to deliver insight and guidance from a credible platform on Women’s Leadership Issues.

Carey has delivered her leadership and strategy experience to such companies as Cisco, Underwriters Laboratories, AT&T, Kimberly Clark, State Farm Insurance and Sea Ray Boats, to name a few.

Carey graduated from the University of Wisconsin where she was a varsity rower, also training at the pre-Olympic level. After graduation, she attended the Navy’s Aviation Officer Candidate School before starting flight training and her naval career. She is currently working on her Master’s in Business Administration in Strategic Leadership.
Afternoon Keynote Speaker - Richard Davidson

William James and Vilas Research Professor of Psychology and Psychiatry and Founder & Director of the Center for Healthy Minds, University of Wisconsin-Madison.

He received his Ph.D. from Harvard University in Psychology and has been at Wisconsin since 1984. He has published more than 400 articles, numerous chapters and reviews and edited 14 books. He is the author (with Sharon Begley) of "The Emotional Life of Your Brain" published by Penguin in 2012. He is co-author with Daniel Goleman of “Altered Traits: Science Reveals How Meditation Changes Your Mind, Brain, and Body”, published by Penguin Books in 2017.

He is the recipient of numerous awards for his research including a National Institute of Mental Health Research Scientist Award, a MERIT Award from NIMH, an Established Investigator Award from the National Alliance for Research in Schizophrenia and Affective Disorders (NARSAD), a Distinguished Investigator Award from NARSAD, the William James Fellow Award from the American Psychological Society, and the Hilldale Award from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. He was the year 2000 recipient of the most distinguished award for science given by the American Psychological Association –the Distinguished Scientific Contribution Award. He was the Founding Co-Editor of the new American Psychological Association journal EMOTION and is Past-President of the Society for Research in Psychopathology and of the Society for Psychophysiological Research.

In 2003 he was elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and in 2004 elected to the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts and Letters. Named one of the 100 most influential people in the world by Time Magazine in 2006. In 2006 awarded the first Mani Bhaumik Award by UCLA for advancing the understanding of the brain and conscious mind in healing. Madison Magazine named him Person of the Year in 2007. In 2008, he founded the Center for Healthy Minds, a research center dedicated to the study of positive qualities, such as kindness and compassion. In 2011 given the Paul D. MacLean Award for Outstanding Neuroscience Research in Psychosomatic Medicine. Serves on the Scientific Advisory Board at the Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences in Leipzig from 2011-2020 and was Chair of the Psychology section of the American Association for the Advancement of Science from 2011-2013. In 2013 received the NYU College of Arts and Science Alumni Achievement Award. He is a current member of the World Economic Forum’s Global Agenda Council on Mental Health. From 1992-2017, he was a member of the Mind and Life Institute’s Board of Directors. In 2017 elected to the National Academy of Medicine, the premier authority dedicated to the health and medical sciences. In 2018, appointed to the Governing Board of UNESCO’s Mahatma Gandhi Institute of Education for Peace and Sustainable Development (MGIEP).

His research is broadly focused on the neural bases of emotion and emotional style and methods to promote human flourishing including meditation and related contemplative practices. His studies have included persons of all ages from birth though old age and have also included individuals with disorders of emotion such as mood and anxiety disorders and autism, as well as expert meditation practitioners with tens of thousands of hours of experience. His research uses a wide range of methods including different varieties of MRI, positron emission tomography, electroencephalography and modern genetic and epigenetic methods.
Conference Speakers

Chad Beier

I work with all levels of the organization to optimize your business to respond to change. I am passionate about moving organizations and people closer to agility.

My first experience with "agile", Scrum specifically, was in 2005. I was part of a global transformation team responsible for software customizations driven by a global consolidation of accounting software. We ran into typical implementation challenges and organizational impediments.

Around 2012, my passion for lean, agile, and continuous improvement grew. I left my traditional business analyst and project manager roles behind and evolved into an internal change agent kickstarting an agile transformation. Now in an advising role as an external change agent across many organizations, I promote organizational agility and positive pressure for change.

Session Description - Agile Loops (Chad Beier)

Learning is the bottleneck for many organizations. Optimizing anything else is a local optimization that will not move the needle. Becoming a learning organization requires recognizing feedback loops and knowing how to use them to our advantage.

The agile realm is full of feedback loops. Each process, practice, or framework under the agile umbrella shares this in common.

- What should you do next? You need a customer feedback loop.
- How quickly can you do it? You need a production feedback loop.
- How do you know it’s the right thing? You need a delivery feedback loop.
- How do you continuously improve and adapt? You need a feedback loop for organizational change.

We often think of things having a linear progression and don’t see the loops that are occurring right in front of us. By recognizing these loops, we can ensure we are not missing a piece in the puzzle. Join us for a holistic discussion of how understanding, identifying, and improving your agile loops throughout your organization can help you improve your organizational agility.
Conference Speakers

Jeff Bubolz
I am a Professional Scrum Trainer (PST) with Scrum.org, speaker, trainer, and agile coach. I have been a Product Owner, Scrum Master and Development Team member. I have worked with enterprise companies to small start-ups. While working with many teams across many companies I have found that most problems are not technology problems, but are organizational structure, process, and people problems. As a speaker, I bring storytelling, a broad array of experience, and collaborative approach to public speaking.

Session Description - Agile Loops (Jeff Bubolz)
Learning is the bottleneck for many organizations. Optimizing anything else is a local optimization that will not move the needle. Becoming a learning organization requires recognizing feedback loops and knowing how to use them to our advantage. The agile realm is full of feedback loops. Each process, practice, or framework under the agile umbrella shares this in common.

- What should you do next? You need a customer feedback loop
- How quickly can you do it? You need a production feedback loop
- How do you know it’s the right thing? You need a delivery feedback loop.
- How do you continuously improve and adapt? You need a feedback loop for organizational change.

We often think of things having a linear progression and don’t see the loops that are occurring right in front of us. By recognizing these loops, we can ensure we are not missing a piece in the puzzle. Join us for a holistic discussion of how understanding, identifying, and improving your agile loops throughout your organization can help you improve your organizational agility.

Session Description - Super Powers of Product Ownership (Jeff Bubolz)
Would you gamble your yearly salary on a coin flip? Often times we bet larger sums of our companies’ money without even knowing we have such slim odds.

Let science save the day! See how empiricism helps us with a practical example of advanced forecasting tools provide better visibility into not just when but also how certain we can be about when we’ll be done.

We are not done when an increment is delivered to the market. We need to know how much value was delivered and if it met our expectations. In other words, we need a feedback loop after delivery occurs. Without this confirmation, it is like driving with your eyes closed. You are going to get somewhere, but probably not the place you want to be.
Conference Speakers

Sarah Gibson

Sarah J. Gibson, Certified Speaking Professional, speaks, trains and consults with organizations who want to be better at what they do. Sarah is the founder of Accent Learning and Consulting, a firm focused on enabling teams to have conversations that matter so people can thrive.

Sarah’s unique ability to articulate the underlying patterns and concerns holding teams back, makes her a much sought-after speaker and leadership consultant. Sarah’s specialty is giving teams tools and language, so they can create environments where a culture of trust and accountability can thrive.

Among the many tools Sarah provides, her book, *Geezer. Punk. Whatever.* has been used by individuals and organizations to navigate the impact of generational differences in the workplace.

Sarah has worked with hundreds of organizations, leaders and individual team members across a variety of industries throughout the world.

Beyond her corporate experiences, Sarah has also taught for the University of Wisconsin-Madison evening MBA program and as an adjunct instructor at Madison College, UW-Whitewater and North Dakota State University.

Sarah holds a master’s degree from North Dakota State University.

Session Description - From Mystical to Possible: Using Emotional Intelligence to Lead Better (Sarah Gibson)
We all know you can train technical skills, but that it’s much harder to train people skills. This session will explore Emotional Intelligence (EQ) traits evident in effective individuals, ways to increase your own EQ, how to adapt your preferences to be more effective in your team and client relationships.

Session Description - Overcoming the Impossible: Technical Talk to Everyday Language and Powerful Presentations (Sara Gibson)
We know a polished, professional presenter when we see one, but we often assume their charisma and skills are in-born or beyond our reach. However, research shows there are specific things good presenters do to show off their presentation prowess.

Join us as we discuss and practice ways to develop tangible skills that will give your more confidence as you present technical information, including: translating tech talk into everyday language, handling nerves, using non-verbals to your greatest advantage, and charismatically connecting with audiences of 3 to 300.
Conference Speakers

Tony Gray

As an Agile Coach at CUNA Mutual Group, Tony helps teams improve, evolve, and solve real problems collaboratively through continuous experimentation, learning, and adaptation. He does this by leveraging 20 + years of experience in IT software development and infrastructure using Scrum, Kanban, DevOps and other Lean and Agile practices.

He is a Kanban Coaching Professional (KCP) Masterclass graduate, Kanban Management Professional (KMP), Professional Scrum Master (PSM), Professional Scrum Product Owner (PSPO), and SAFe Program Consultant (SPC).

Session Description - Introduction to the Kanban Method (Tony Gray)

An introduction to the practices and principles of the Kanban Method and how these can be used to manage and optimize the flow of work. During the session, attendees will gain an understanding of the basics of Kanban flow systems, Little's Law, and how to get more work done by starting less.

Session Description - STAtIK (Systems Thinking Approach to Implementing Kanban) (Tony Gray)

It sounds complicated, and it can be, so you need to keep the implementation of your Kanban System simple. One of the principles of the Kanban Method is to “start with what you do now” with the subtext of understanding current processes as they are actually practiced. But is there a shared understanding of those processes and how they impact the quality of your service? The Systems Thinking Approach to Implementing Kanban (STATIC) can help teams gain a common understanding of the service they provide to their customers, the nature of the work and demand placed on them, and how this can all be managed and visualized through the implementation of a Kanban System. In this session, we will cover the steps used for STATIC and some easy ways to gain that common understanding.
Conference Speakers

Jacy Imilkowski

Jacy is a skilled, energetic speaker. Using story, humor, and expertise she invites participants to connect real-world experiences to session content in order to create new perspectives and memorable learning experiences.

Jacy has over 20 years coaching, speaking and project management experience, and is an expert in communication, emotional intelligence, and personal leadership. She possesses deep knowledge of public and private healthcare (10 years with the Wisconsin Medicaid program), as well as the insurance and IT industries. Jacy has developed and delivered hundreds of learning sessions to individuals and organizations, including the WI Department of Health Services, American Family Insurance, and Mayo Clinic Health Systems.

Jacy is a member of the National Speakers Association, a certified Project Management Professional® (PMP®), Myers-Briggs® administrator and Certified Professional Co-Active® Coach (CPCC). She is a Conversational Intelligence® Enhanced Practitioner, and was recognized in 2018 as one of the 40 Under 40 civic-minded, young professionals in the Greater Madison area.

When not working, Jacy enjoys volunteering for events with the Madison Project Management Institute chapter, as a career coach/ambassador with Domestic Abuse Intervention Services (DAIS), and a foster home for Greyhound Pets of America – Wisconsin (GPA-WI). She is an avid speculative fiction and fantasy reader, food and flower gardener, and enjoys spending time in nature with her partner.

Session Description - The Brilliance of Resilience (Jacy Imilkowski)
This session explores the relationship of adversity, resilience, and growth. Approached from a growth mindset, challenges are actually reasons to learn. They show us where our current limits are, then guide us through those limitations into a realm of new tools, skills, and experiences. This open, honest, and funny talk teaches how to choose to growth and learning over burnout and frustration in our biggest leadership challenges. Participants will learn to:

- Differentiate types of adversity and responses to them
- Generate powerful conversations that shatter stigmas around adversity
- Explore your own relationship with adversity, resilience and growth
- Utilize tools and strategies to overcome personal adversity

Session Description - Fair Is Fair, Until It Isn’t (Jacy Imilkowski)
Core values are the guiding principles that dictate our behaviors and actions. This high-energy, interactive session creates a powerful space where you’ll explore individual, team and organizational values. From there participants learn to see how others may honor the same values differently, and how to find strength in that diversity. This knowledge can be applied to:

- Analyze different perspectives on the same values
- Enhance interpersonal and organizational communication
- Prevent and resolve conflict on small and large scales
- Build stronger connections between individuals and teams
Conference Speakers

Jeff Maleski
Jeff Maleski is a coach and agile enthusiast with over 15 years of IT experience spanning mobile game development, enterprise software development, and service in the Army as a Signal officer. His deeper skill sets include programming, business analysis, quality assurance, product owning, Scrum mastering, people management, and Agile coaching. He looks to be a catalyst, where 1 plus 1 equals 3, and help drive alignment and purpose for new and experienced Agile teams.

Session Description - Super Powers of Product Ownership (Jeff Maleski)
Would you gamble your yearly salary on a coin flip? Often times we bet larger sums of our companies’ money without even knowing we have such slim odds. Let science save the day! See how empiricism helps us with a practical example of advanced forecasting tools provide better visibility into not just when but also how certain we can be about when we’ll be done.

We are not done when an increment is delivered to the market. We need to know how much value was delivered and if it met our expectations. In other words, we need a feedback loop after delivery occurs. Without this confirmation, it is like driving with your eyes closed. You are going to get somewhere, but probably not the place you want to be.

Paula Riesch
Paula Riesch is a Senior Agile Coach at CUNA Mutual Group. In this role, she is responsible for promoting agility at all levels of the organization and helping teams be successful with agile practices. Riesch joined CUNA Mutual Group in 2017, providing agile coaching, mentoring and training to facilitate the organization’s on-going agile journey.

Prior to joining CUNA Mutual Group, Riesch led the successful implementation of the Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) at a regional health insurer, and provided agile leadership to two Madison-based software companies. Prior to starting her own agile-focused journey; Riesch spent many years providing leadership to traditional PMOs, programs and projects and will never ‘go back’ to traditional waterfall project delivery methods again.

Session Description - Diversity & Inclusion in Agile World (Paula Riesch)
In the Corporate world, we hear a lot about Diversity and Inclusion, as well as the importance of psychological safety for high performing teams. What does it all mean, and how can we do a better job of building empowered teams? This talk examines the intersection of inclusion and agile team performance. Learn how to be a better D&I champion and help build stronger teams in the process!

- D&I: what it is and what it isn’t
- Effective teams and psychological safety
- Hiring for fit v. hiring for inclusion
- Building psychological safety on agile teams
- How to be an ally / champion
Conference Speakers

Jen Shaub

Jennifer is a servant leader that mentors project teams and business leaders through optimizing agile processes toward maximum business value. Jennifer is true embodiment of a ‘people person’ and is uniquely skilled in working and collaborating with others.

Jennifer’s talents as a trainer are in her ability to take a process and break it down for each person so they can live the process in their own way, and gain success they can believe in. Her agile experience has helped her become a valuable leader in agile mind-set, mechanics, and team dynamics. Jennifer attended Edgewood college where she received her Bachelor of Arts degree in English Teaching with a minor in Secondary Education in 2007.

At home Jennifer has a husband and two wildly adorable children.

Session Description - Diversity & Inclusion in Agile World (Jen Shaub)

In the Corporate world, we hear a lot about Diversity and Inclusion, as well as the importance of psychological safety for high performing teams. What does it all mean, and how can we do a better job of building empowered teams? This talk examines the intersection of inclusion and agile team performance. Learn how to be a better D&I champion and help build stronger teams in the process!

• D&I: what it is and what it isn’t
• Effective teams and psychological safety
• Hiring for fit v. hiring for inclusion
• Building psychological safety on agile teams
• How to be an ally / champion

Denise Thompson

As a current project management professional, and certified scrum master, Denise Thompson brings to life the various practices of agile, waterfall, and the countless variations that fall in between. Over the last 20 years, Denise has served as a project leader through a myriad of personal and professional experiences that led her around the globe to serve in corporate, cooperative, and non-profit environments. As an agent of change, fervent student, instructor, and coach, Denise continuously embraces opportunities to define and redefine herself to adapt to new environments, requirements, and stakeholders. Her passion for project management is matched only by her passion for relevant leadership. Denise is an advocate for the development of a sustainable future for the profession of project management through project leadership. She brings to life the revolutionary idea that every project manager can design a future built on measurable success through value-based leadership.

Session Description - Waterfall, Agile, or Timbuktu Part 1 (Workshop) (Denise Thompson)

Are you tired of arguing over the best methodology, worn out from trying to fit agile into a waterfall world, or frustrated from classroom techniques that don’t fit your reality? Learn how to stop the argument and frustration and start building a fluid, relevant toolbox that will serve your organization, your team, and deliver the kind of value that will promote you as a leader in project management.
Session Description - Waterfall, Agile, or Timbuktu Part 2 (Workshop) (Denise Thompson)

This second of the two-part session of Waterfall, Agile, or Timbuktu, gives you the opportunity to learn how to apply the concepts from Part 1 and develop a personal action plan that will arm you with the tools and skills you need today to build project excellence tomorrow and well into the future regardless of the methodology you choose.

Skip Weisman

Skip Weisman, The Workplace Communication Expert, works with small business owners and non-profit organization leaders, PLUS their employees, providing inspiring, practical, state-of-the-art tips, tools, and techniques to transform workplace communication that leads to more positive, more productive, and even more profitable organizations.

Skip, a former professional baseball executive, served as CEO of 5 baseball franchises beginning at age 26. Starting his senior executive career at that age provided hard learned lessons that are the foundation for the engaging, entertaining, educational, inspiring, and practical presentations your organizational leaders can apply to create more positive, more productive, and more profitable companies.

Personal life-style choices led Skip to leave his childhood dream career after the 2001 baseball season to start his speaking, coaching and consulting business. Since 2012 over 30,000 international business professionals have experienced Skip’s engaging, interactive, inspiring, yet practical strategies in keynote addresses, seminars, and webinars on his signature topics of The 7 Deadliest Workplace Communication Sins, 5 Steps to Creating the I.D.E.A.L. Work Environment, The 3 Stories Leaders Must Consistently Communicate to Inspire & Motivate, and Mastering the 3 Levels of Communication Influence.

Some client’s include: The Project Management Institute, Society for Human Resource Management, Pink Elephant IT Service Management, and the Eleanor Roosevelt ECCEL Leadership Program, the Medical Group Management Association. Skip earned a B.S. Degree in Communication, and a Masters Degree in Sports Administration and Facility Management, from Ohio University.

Session Description - Change Management Using 3 Pillars of Communication (Skip Weisman)

This popular session delves into the three vital communication traits project managers must build into their habits of interpersonal communication. Adopting the three traits of championship communicators will allow project managers to build the highest levels of trust and respect with stakeholders as quickly as possible to move projects forward.

Audience Members Will Learn:

- The 3 traits of championship communicators.
- The 7 most common damaging communication mistakes that prevent championship communication habits from developing.
- The 7 rungs of the Championship Communication Ladder that builds high levels of trust and respect for high-performance teams.
- Specific communication tips, tools, and techniques to build the championship communication habits and the three vital championship communication traits.
Session Description - Leadership Communication Challenges Workshop (Skip Weisman)

Skip will share his proprietary communication models and frameworks to address the real-time issues people are facing with their teams, their individual team members, their vendors, and other stakeholders, so that they can communicate to exert positive influence to get the project results they need.

The audience will have a framework for defining their communication challenges, so that they can come into this session to get the coaching help they need to deal with real-time issues.
Professional Development Day (PDD) Volunteer Team

The Professional Development Day event for the PMI chapter of Madison/South Central Wisconsin would not be possible were it not for our team of dedicated volunteers.

These are chapter members who have “day jobs” and family commitments and still take the time to dedicate many hours to ensure that the PDD event is dynamic and meaningful. Without their time and energy this event would not be possible!

I would like to specifically recognize the individuals and teams that brought this year’s PDD to life.

- Facilities Lead: Elizabeth Pfluger, PMP
- Marketing Lead: Anjali Sridharan, BSEE, MBA, PMP
- Registration Lead: Toby Mitchell, PMP, CSM, SAFe4-RTE
- Speaker Lead: Rene Salazar, MS, PMP
- Sponsor Lead: Debra Earl, PMP, Six Sigma
- PDD Sponsor and President/CEO: Annemarie Foundling, Ph.D., SA

Team Members:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marketing</th>
<th>Facilities</th>
<th>Technical Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paula Riesch, PMP</td>
<td>Elysha Lamping, MBA</td>
<td>David Yang, PMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Tornqvist, PMP</td>
<td>PMP, SPC4, PSPO, PSM</td>
<td>Sheri Wichser, PMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Endres, PMP</td>
<td>Sheri Wichser, PMP</td>
<td>Alicia Westervelt, PMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Gingles, PMP</td>
<td>Paul Lukas, PMP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsors</th>
<th>Registration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marlene Sharkey, PMP</td>
<td>David Wilkinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Walsh</td>
<td>Anne Hunnex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stephen Stumbris, MBA, PMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tina Diodati</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thanks to each of you for all your contributions!

Sincerely,

Donna Kuse, PDD Program Director